Thompson

Meat Machinery
Thompson 400 Supercut Bandsaw
Heavy Duty Industrial High Speed Bandsaw

World’s Safest Bandsaw
Machine in Compliance with Australian,
New Zealand and CE Standard Regulations

High Quality Stainless Steel
Construction and Performance
Safety Flanges on Stainless Steel
or Tinned Wheels

On/Off and
Emergency Stop
Control at
Operators Eye Level

Precision Machined and Balanced ensuring
smooth and safe operation

Removable
Blade Guard

Tilt Up Table

Provides thorough
and easy sanitation

Wheel and Blade Scrapers

Sliding
Table

Bottom Wheel with
Unique Taperlock Assembly

Optional

High Frame Clearance
From Floor

Allows for thorough cleaning
under with ease

Kick Stop Switch

Last Slice Device &
Fine Adjustment
Optional

“THOMPSON TOUGH”

3kW High Speed Motor
with Heavy Duty
Bearing Assembly

LEADING AUSTRALIAN MANUFACTURERS OF MEAT PROCESSING MACHINERY

Thompson 400 Supercut High Speed Bandsaw

“World’s Safest Bandsaw”
Thompson 400 Bandsaw is the premium Supercut High Speed Bandsaw, a Heavy Duty
Bandsaw used in industrial processing facilities throughout Australia. Thompson 400
Bandsaw offers safety accessories and features that make it the Safest Bandsaw in the world.
Thompson 400 Bandsaw is very diverse with different options available and this offers the
best long term investment with full flexibility options.
Automatic Bladestop System function that stops the blade within 15 Milliseconds of
contact with operator’s body.
• Automatic Blade Guarding System that completely covers operating bandsaw blade in
between cutting processes.
•	Last Slice Device used in conjunction with Sliding Table to reduce operator injury.

•

Picture illustrates Aluminium
Bronze Table Guide Insert &
Folded Table Edge

Performance

The High Blade Speed and Efficient Design of the Thompson 400 Bandsaw significantly
improve the cutting action.
• 1,960m/min (6,450 ft/min)
• Cleaner cuts with reduced bone dust on product
• Portion cutting is straight and accurate
• Blade does not wander
• Cuts through frozen product (blocks) effortlessly
• Increases cutting efficiency and yields

Construction

Thompson 400 Bandsaw has the following Unique Design
Features which Reduce Maintenance Cost:
Removable Blade
• Folded Edge on Fixed Table ensures product does not
Guard or Optional
Pneumatic Blade
catch as it is processed over fixed table for cutting operation.
Guarding System
•	Aluminium Bronze Table Guide Insert for prolonged life,
table protection & bandsaw blade rigidity.
• The Top Wheel Housing is fully enclosed within main
Sliding Table with Stainless
frame eliminates possibility of debris falling onto table or
Steel Ball Bearings
product during operation.
• Bottom Wheel Motor and Flywheel Assembly are fitted
with coupling drive, intermediate bearing housing and lower
wheel Stainless Steel taperlocks. This allows easy bottom
wheel removal and adjustment and eliminates the possibility
of the wheel seizing onto the Stainless Steel drive shaft.
• Thompson Ingenuity provides Blade Tracking System
incorporating multidirectional setting adjustment that
prolongs bandsaw blade life, eliminates accelerated wear to
Fold Up
Table Insert
safety flanges on bandsaw wheels and greatly reduces blade
slip.
•	Tilt-Up-Table is great for sanitation to ensure there is no
High Clearance
from Floor for Easy
water residue left on table surface after cleaning that can
Cleaning
generate active bacteria growth. This design allows thorough
wash down sanitation by providing clear visibility under the
table and it is more effective than removable tables that are
often damaged during wash down process.
• The Top Guide Slide Bar is manufactured from 25 mm Stainless Steel square
bar. Incorporating in its design a feature that when the slide bar lock is released, the
mechanism controls top guide bar dropping distance.
•	Wheel and Blade Scrappers are fitted to reduce slippery surface from meat and fat
build-up between the wheel surface and bandsaw blade.

Picture illustrates Bandsaw with
Sliding Table and Last Slice Device

Brake Override Button allows
Flywheels to be turned by hand

Purpose Precision
Machined – Balanced
Wheels Ensuring
Smooth Operation

Large Stainless Steel Bone
Dust Bin

Efficient Operation
•

•

•

•

•

Start / Stop Controls are located at easily visible eye
level for quick and easy access.
The Blade Tension Assembly is totally enclosed with a
positive tension setting locked to guarantee consistent
blade tension through the life of the machine.
The Powerful Direct Drive System provides positive
and constant blade speed and eliminates the requirement
of frequent adjustments and replacement.
A Powerful 3kW High Speed Motor ensures
continuous smooth cutting operation through fresh and
frozen products.
The High Clearance from Floor allows easy and
thorough cleaning providing maximum hygiene.

Safety

Thompson 400 Bandsaw offers features that Maximize Safety
to the operator and other persons in close vicinity. Work Place
Safety is a priority that should not be compromised.
• Brake Motor allows the blade, operates at high speed, to
stop within approximately 4 seconds when stop button
is activated. This minimizes the possibility of accidents
caused through blade run on.
• Brake Override Button allows the flywheels to be
turned by hand for easy blade setup and machine
maintenance.
•	Foot Controlled Stop Kick Switch enables the
bandsaw to be stopped safely when operators hands are
full.
•	Integrated Internal Electrical Wiring harness
provides connectivity of all electrical control components.
No cables exist on extremities of machine that create
electrical hazards and water ingress through control
circuit when installation and glands fail.
• Highly reliable Safety Limit Switches on both top and
bottom doors, tilt up table and bone dust bin provides
complete operator safety to ensure bandsaw cannot be
accidentally started during and after cleaning operations,
while doors or table are not closed or blade guard not
refitted.
•	Purposed Designed Tinned Flywheels with Safety
Flanges prevent blades from dislodging, eliminating
the possibility of operator injury. Precision machined
and balanced wheels ensuring smooth, quiet and safe
operation.
•	Isolation Switch maximising safety during wash down
and maintenance operations.

Left Side View

Front View

Recommended Options
•

Pneumatic Blade Guard Safety System is a patented
system that automatically covers exposed operating
bandsaw blade in between cutting processes.
• The Stainless Steel Flywheel option improves the wear
life and prolongs the brake life by reducing the inertia to
be stopped.
•	Sliding Table Assembly features unique multidirectional
setting on adjustment eliminates sliding table misalignment
which creates the potential for operator injury.
•	Last Slice Device fitted to the Sliding Table to clamp
meat product so the operator’s hands are away from the
blade to reduce potential cuts to operators.
•	Removable Rear Lip is an option to enable the cutting or
sectioning of bodies and quarters without the interference
of the lip as a catch zone.
•	Fold Up Table Insert creates a full length fixed table out
of the sliding table.
• Available in Left or Right Hand Configuration.

Picture illustrates Sliding Table
with Multidirectional Setting
Adjustment and Start/Stop
Controls on Visible Eye Level

Thompson 400 Bandsaw Specifications:
Dimension
Overall Height
Cutting Height
Floor Area (Door Closed)
Floor to Table Height
Cutting Table Dimension
Cutting Throat Height
Cutting Throat Width
Shipping Dimension
Shipping Weight
Shipping Size (L x W x H)
Power
Power Supply (With Brake)
Motor Data
Blade
Blade Length
Blade Width
Blade Speed

2005 mm
434 mm
934 mm x 1094 mm
984 mm
901 mm x 936 mm
421 mm
398 mm
400 kg
1185 mm x 1185 mm x 2170 mm
Recommended, 20 Amp D Curve Circuit Breaker
3 kW 4 pole (3 phase)
3290 mm
16 mm
1960 m/min (6450 ft/min)

Technical data is to be used as a guide only and is subject to change without notice.
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Top View

Bladestop System (Patented)
“World’s Safest Bandsaw”
The innovative Bladestop System is designed to act fast enough to
Avoid Major Injury to the Operator and Reduce the Frequency
of Amputations. Bladestop provides simple and safe operation that
mechanically stops the blade when the control unit determines a
person has made contact with the blade. Blade is Stopped within 15
Milliseconds of sensing a person’s body to prevent further travel.
It offers a choice of three sensor strap positions - arm, wrist or
waist. All options provide the operator with the same standard
of effectiveness while ensuring maximum comfort, convenience
and suitability for the site operator. Each sensor band has been
Ergonomically Designed with button clips for fast and easy
attachment and removal.
Bladestop System consists of four main components:
• Thompson 400 Supercut High Speed Bandsaw
• Unique Blade Brake Mechanism
• Operator arm/wrist “Sensor” attachment
• Microcontroller based control unit
Bladestop System is an operator aid providing the
following benefits:
• Increases Processing Uptime whilst greatly
reducing the risk of serious bandsaw injury
• Improves Personnel Morale
• Simple to Operate

Blade Guarding System (Patented)
The Thompson Blade Guard Safety System is a patented system that automatically covers the exposed
operating bandsaw blade in between cutting processes. This mechanism is Fast, Effective and Does Not
Reduce Cutting Efficiencies. It also prevents the motor from burning out in high stop and start operation
situations. The Blade Guarding System been shown to Effectively Reduce Blade Cutting Injuries and is
retro-fittable to existing Thompson Bandsaws.
The Thompson Bandsaw Blade Guarding System has a simple Pneumatically Controlled Foot Pedal
operation. The blade guard automatically releases when the operator releases the pressure on the foot pedal and
all exposed blade is immediately covered.

Adjustable Pin to
change height of
Blade Guard

•
•
•
•

The Thompson Bandsaw Blade Guard also provides Multiple Height Positions which can easily and
quickly be changed by simply placing the pin either
higher or lower.

Benefits of the Bandsaw Blade Guarding System:
Stops Motor Burn Out due to over frequent stopping of high speed
Bandsaws in short time frame
Instantly and automatically Protects Operators from the running
blade without stopping the Bandsaw
Protects from Bandsaw Blade Run on after the Bandsaw has been
stopped
Protects Other Personnel from Injury in instances where Bandsaw
blades have been left running and unattended.

Foot Control depressed Bandsaw Blade
Guard raises to Pre-selected Height

Foot Control Released Bandsaw
Blade Guard comes down

Manufactured in accordance with Australian Standards and Regulations
Thompson Meat Machinery Pty Ltd
134 Magnesium Drive, Crestmead, Qld Australia 4132
Phone +61 7 3803 6643 — fax +61 7 3803 6635
Email sales@tmach.com.au — Web Site www.tmach.com.au

